MUP shape-based validation of a motor unit potential train.
A method using the gap statistic is proposed to evaluate the validity of a motor unit potential train (MUPT) in terms of motor unit potential (MUP) shape consistency. This algorithm determines whether the MUPs of a given MUPT are homogeneous in terms of their shapes or not. It also checks if there are gaps in the inter-discharge interval (IDI) train of the given MUPT. If the MUPs are not homogeneous or if there is a temporal gap in the MUPT, the given MUPT is split into valid trains. To overcome MUP shape variability caused by jitter or needle movement during signal detection, similar MUPTs are merged if the resulting merged train is a valid train. Experimental results using simulated EMG signals show that the accuracy of the developed method in determining valid MUPTs and invalid MUPTs correctly is 97.58% and 99.33% on average, respectively. This performance encourages the use of this method for automated validation of MUPTs.